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Abstract 
Kiilshammer, B., Some indecomposable modules and their vertices, Journal of Pure and 
Applied Algebra 86 (1993) 65-73. 
We study the behaviour of vertices of indecomposable modules with respect to some natural 
constructions. 
In the following, all groups are finite, all algebras and modules are finite- 
dimensional. 
1. Outer tensor products 
Let F be an algebraically closed field, let A and B be F-algebras, let X be an 
A-module, and let Y be a B-module. Then X8, Y becomes an A gF B-module in 
suchawaythat(a~,)(x~y)=ux~~yforaEA,bEB,xEXandyEY;cf. 
(10.37) in [l]. M oreover, there is an isomorphism of F-algebras 
mapping an element of the form 4 8 I& (where $ E End,(X) and $ E End,(Y)) 
to the endomorphism of XgF Y given by x 8 y ++ 4(x) @ $( y) for x E X and 
y E Y. 
The Jacobson radical of algebras satisfies 
J(A C$ B) = J(A) @,c B + A ‘8’F J(B) 
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and therefore 
(A 81~ B) IJ(A @.F B) = A/J(A) @r B/J(B) . 
In particular, if A and B are local algebras (i.e. A/.7(A) G F z B/J(B)) then so is 
AC3pB. 
If X and Y are indecomposable then End,(X) and End,(Y) are local algebras. 
Thus End ABFB(X@F Y) z End,(X) gF End,(Y) is local, so XBF Y is indecom- 
posable. We summarize this in the following way. 
Proposition 1.1. Let F be an algebraically closed field, let A and B be F-algebras, 
let X be an indecomposable A-module, and let Y be an indecomposable B-module. 
Then XC%QF Y is an indecomposable A @r B-module. 0 
Now suppose that G and H are finite groups. It is well-known that there is an 
isomorphism of F-algebras FG C9’F FH + F[ G x H] mapping an element of the 
form g @J h (where g E G and h E H) to (g, h). Thus the tensor product A4 gF N 
of an FG-module M and an FH-module N becomes an F[G X HI-module in such 
awaythat(g,h)(m@n)=gm@hnforgEG,hEH,mEMandnEN. 
Suppose that M and N are indecomposable. Then, by Proposition 1.1, M (81~ N 
is also indecomposable. (This is also contained in VII.9.15 of [2].) Our aim is to 
relate the vertices of M, N and M @r N. 
With this in mind, we suppose that V is a subgroup of G, W a subgroup of H, S 
an &module and T an FW-module. Considering S 63.F T as an F[V X W] - 
module, we then have an isomorphism of F[ G x HI-modules 
Indc(S) BF IndE( T) + Indz$(S @QF T) 
mapping an element of the form (g @ s) @I (h @ t) (where g E G, s E S, h E H and 
t E T) to the element (g, h)@(s@ t); cf. (10.17) in [l]. We use this to establish 
the following: 
Proposition 1.2. Let F be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p # 0, let G 
and H be jinite groups, let M be an indecomposable FG-module with vertex V, 
source S in V and Green correspondent K in No(V), and let N be an indecompos- 
able FH-module with vertex W, source T in W and Green correspondent L in 
NH(W). 
Then M CZJ~ N is an indecomposable F[G x H]-module with vertex V X W, 
source S @JF T in V x W and Green correspondent K gF L in No xH(V X W) = 
No(V) x NH(W). 
Proof. We have seen above that M BF N is an indecomposable F[G X HI- 
module. By our assumption, there are an FG-module M’ and an FH-module N’ 
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such that IndF(S) = M CD M’ and IndE( T) 2: N Q3 N’. From this we obtain easily 
that 
= IndF(S) gF IndE( T) 
-(M@M’)@‘,(N@N’) 
-(MC3~N)Q3(MC3~N’)Cr3(M’LqN)CI3(M’&-N’). 
Thus V x W contains a vertex U of M @‘F N. On the other hand, 
ResgEf(M QF N) IS isomorphic to the direct sum of dim N copies of M gF F, and 
the F[ G x l]-module M gF F is indecomposable with vertex V x 1. Thus there 
are elements g E G and h’ E H such that 
gVg-’ x 1 = (g, h’)(V x l)(g, h’)-’ c U . 
Similarly, there are elements g’ E G and h E H such that 
1 x hWh-’ = (g’, h)(l x W)(g’, h)-‘c u . 
Thus gVg-’ x hWh-’ = (gVg_’ x l)(l x hWh-‘) C U C V x W, and comparing 
orders we obtain U = V x W. Thus V x W is a vertex of M @‘F N. Since S C!JF T is 
indecomposable, it is a source of M ~8~ N in V X W. 
By our assumption, there are an FN,(V)-module K’ and an FN,(W)-module 
L’ such that Res&,,(M) 2: K@ K’ and ResEHCH(,,(N) = L @ L’. Thus 
Res GXH NGXH(“XW)(M@FN) 
= Res~~~~XNH~W~W@bN) 
= Res&,,P) @b Re$,lw#9 
-(K@K’)@,(L@L’) 
-(K@,L)Cl3(K@,L’)$(K’C3,L)$(K’C3,L’). 
Since K is an indecomposable FN,(V)-module with vertex V and since L is an 
indecomposable FN,( W)-module with vertex W, K C31F L is an indecomposable 
F]N,(V) x NH(~)]- mo u e with vertex V x W. Thus it is the Green correspon- d 1 
dent of M(BFN in NGxH(V x W). 0 
It is clear how the results in this section generalize to tensor products of more 
than two factors. This generalization will be used later on. 
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2. Inner tensor products 
Let F be an algebraically closed field, G a finite group, H a normal subgroup of 
G, M an FG-module such that ResE(M) is indecomposable, and N an indecom- 
posable F[GIH]-module. We denote by Infz(N) the inflation of N to G and 
consider M CXJFInfg(N) as an FG-module, as usual. (When no confusion is 
possible, we also write N instead of Infg(N).) 
By the results in Section 1, we can identify End.(M gF N) with 
End,(M)gFEnd,(N). Then, since H acts trivially on N, we have 
End&M BF N) = End,,(M) &End,(N) 
where End,,(M) is a local F-algebra, so 
End,,(M) = Fid, $ J(End,,(M)) . 
Since Z := .Z(End,,(M)) @‘F End,(N) . 1s a nilpotent ideal in End,,(M 6QF N), 
Z II End,,(M CQF N) is a nilpotent ideal in End,,(M C3r N). On the other hand, 
Fid, 63~~ End,(N) is isomorphic to End,(N), so (Fid, aF End,(N)) fl 
End&M @.F N) is isomorphic to End,,(N) = EndF,G,Hl(N) which is a local 
F-algebra. This shows that End,,(M mF N) is a local F-algebra, so M gF N is an 
indecomposable FG-module. (This argument is taken from VII.9.12 in [2].) We 
would like to compare the vertices of N and M CSF N. 
Proposition 2.1. Let F be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p # 0, G a 
finite group, H a normal subgroup of G, M an (indecomposable) FG-module such 
that Resg(M) is indecomposable, and N an indecomposable F[GIH]-module. 
Then M @‘,Infz(N) is an indecomposable FG-module. Moreover, if U is a 
vertex of M gF InfE(N) then UHIH is a vertex of N. 
Proof. If U is a vertex of M gF Infz(N) then id,,,BFN = Trg( f) for some f E 
End,,(M C3F N). Now 
Tr?( f) E End,,,(M % N) C End&M Q- N) , 
and we have seen above that 
End,,(M BF N) = (Fid, @.F End,(N)) 
@ (J(End,,(M)) @% End,(N)) . 
Accordingly, we write TrEH (f)=id,@g+h with gEEnd,(N) and hE 
.Z(End,,(M))C3FEnd,(N). It is clear that g E End,,,(N) and h E 
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End,,,(M @‘F N). Thus id,,,,B,N = TrE( f) = id, 8 Trg,( g) + &E,(h) where 
Tr&(h) E I II End,,(M aF N) c J(End,,(M 6QF N)) . 
Hence id, @TrE,( g) gJ(End,,(M BF N)). Since End,,(M @.F N) is a local 
F-algebra, id, @Trg,( g) is a unit in End,,(MgFN); in particular, the element 
TrE,(g) in End,,(N) is not nilpotent. Since End,,(N) = EndF,G,Hl(N) is a local 
F-algebra, TrgH(g) = TrgLy,,(g) is a unit in EndF,G,Hl(N). Thus, by Higman’s 
criterion, UHIH contains a vertex W/H of N. But then Infz(N) is W-projective, 
so M @3.F Infg(N) is IV-projective. Hence W contains a vertex of M @I~ InfE(N), 
i.e. a conjugate of U; in particular, WIH contains a conjugate of UHIH, so 
Iw/H( 2 ~-JH/H[, and we conclude that W/H = UHIH. q 
Considering the special case where N is the trivial F[GIH]-module we obtain 
the following consequence (which can also be proved directly). 
Proposition 2.2. Let F be an algebraically closed jield of characteristic p # 0, G a 
finite group, H a normal subgroup of G and M an (indecomposable) FG-module 
such that ResE(M) is indecomposable. 
If V is a vertex of M then VHIH is a Sylow p-subgroup of GIH. Cl 
3. Tensor induction 
Let G be a finite group, n a positive integer and H a subgroup of the symmetric 
group S, on n letters. We will be interested in the wreath product of G with H, 
GIH={(g,,..., g,; h): g,, . . . , g, E G, h E W . 
We recall that the product in G t H is given by 
tg,, . . . , g,; h)(g;, . . . , g;; h’) = (&&I(,,, . . . &g~-Yn); hh’) 
for g,,gl, . . . , g,,,gA E G and h,h’E H. 
Now let F be an algebraically closed field, and let M be an FG-module. Then 
the n-fold tensor product MB’” = M NF. . . C3’F M becomes an F[ G (HI-module in 
such a way that 
(813.. . 9 g,,; h)(m, @. . . C3 m,) = glm,-lC,) @. . . @3 g,m,-lC,) 
for g,, . . . , g, E G, h E H and m, , . , m, E M. The restriction of MBn to the 
subgroupGllsG”=Gx.. . X G of G IH is the module M @QF . . . QF M consid- 
ered in Section 1 (with n tensor factors instead of just two). In particular, if M is 
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indecomposable then so is MB’“. We would like to relate the vertices of M and 
MB’“. 
Proposition 3.1. Let F be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p # 0, let G 
be a finite group, let n be a positive integer, let H be a subgroup of the symmetric 
group S,, and let Q be a Sylow p-subgroup of H. Moreover, let M be an 
indecomposable FG-module with vertex V and source S in V. 
Then MB’” is an indecomposable F[ G 1 H] -module with vertex V I Q and source 
S@” in VlQ. 
Proof. Since M is isomorphic to a direct summand of IndF(S), it follows easily 
that MB’” is isomorphic to a direct summand of (IndF(S))@: Moreover, there is 
an isomorphism of F[ G 1 HI-modules 
Indz::(S@“)+ (Indz(S))@” 
mapping an element of the form (g,, . . , g, ; h) C3 (sl @. . . @ sn) (where 
g,, . . . 9 g,EG, hEH and s ,,..., s, E S) to the element (g, @sshml(,)) @3. * * 
‘8 (g, @So-+)). Thus MB’” is isomorphic to a direct summand of Ind~i~(S@“). 
Since V 1 Q is a Sylow p-subgroup of V 1 H, S@” is isomorphic to a direct summand 
of Ind; z(ResL g(SBn)). Hence MBn is isomorphic to a direct summand of 
IndF$(S@9”). 
This shows that V 1 Q contains a vertex W of MB’“. By the results in Section 1, 
V~l~Vv”=VX.. . x V is a vertex of Reszlr(M@‘“), so V 2 1 is contained in a 
vertex of MBn; in particular, IV]” I ]W fl (G t l)]. On the other hand, the results 
in Section 2 imply that W(G) 1) /(G l 1) is a Sylow p-subgroup of (G 1 H)l 
(GI l)= H, SO IW(G(l)I(G?l)] = IQ]. It follows that ]W( = (Vl Q], SO V1 Q is 
a vertex of MB”. Since S@” . IS an indecomposable F[V I Q]-module, it is a source 
of MB” in VI Q. 0 
4. Induction 
The following result is certainly known to the experts. The textbooks, however, 
seem to cover special cases only. 
Proposition 4.1. Let F be an algebraically closed field, G a finite group, K a 
normal subgroup of G, N an indecomposable FK-module, H the inertial group of 
N in G, and M an indecomposable FH-module such that Rest(M) is isomorphic 
to a direct sum of copies of N. 
Then Indz(M) is indecomposable. 
Proof. (Cf. the proof of VII.9.6 in [2].) Suppose that Resg(M) = N’. Since M is 
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isomorphic to a direct summand of Resg(Indz(M)), M is isomorphic to a direct 
summand of Resz(L), for some indecomposable direct summand L of Indz(M). 
Thus N’ is isomorphic to a direct summand of Resg(L). Hence, for y E G, 
(g@N)‘=g@N’ is isomorphic to a direct summand of g@ Res$(L) = 
Resz( g 0 L) 2: Resz(L). Since H is the inertial group of N in G we conclude that 
dimLr]G:H]rdimN=]G:H]dimM=dimIndE(M). 
Thus Indz(M) = L is indecomposable. 0 
Remark 4.2. It follows that, in the situation of Proposition 4.1, any vertex of M is 
also a vertex of Indz(M). 
Remark 4.3. Suppose that, in the situation of Proposition 4.1, M, is an indecom- 
posable FH-module such that Re&M,) = N, and that M, is the inflation to H of 
an indecomposable F[HIK]-module. Then, by the results in Section 2, M, %JF M, 
is an indecomposable FH-module such that Resi(M, mF M2) is a direct sum of 
dim M, copies of N. Thus Proposition 4.1 applies with M, C3.F M, in place of M. 
5. Wreath products 
Let F be an algebraically closed field, G a finite group, M,, . . . , M, finitely 
many FG-modules, and A,, . . . , Ak positive integers. 
Then M”*’ is an F[ G 1 S,i]-module for i = 1, . . . , k, and My1 @‘F . . . C3.F Mp is 
a module for F[(G IS,,) x * * * x (G lSAk)]. 
We set A := ( A1 , . . . , Ak), n := A, + . . . + A,, S, := S,, x - * + x Shk and consider 
S, as a subgroup of S,, 
M~A’C3~-49~M~ 
as usual. Then (G 1 SAl) x . . . x (G l SJ = G 1 S, , so 
is an F[ G 1 SJ-module. 
Now let N be an FS,-module, and consider N as an F[G lS,]-module by 
inflation. (For example, N could be the tensor product N = N, C9’F. . BF Nk of 
FS,,-modules N,, i = 1, . . . , k.) Then (My’ C31F.. . CZI~ MFhe)C31F N is also an 
F[ GI SJ-module which we can induce to get an F[ G 1S,]-module 
Indzjk((MyA1 BF. . . NF My) BF N). 
Suppose that Mj is indecomposable for i = 1, . . . , k. Then, by the results in 
Section 3 MF is an indecomposable F[G IS,]-module for i = 1, . . . , k. More- 
over, by ‘the results in Section 1, MyA1 BF. f . C5QF MFhk ’ IS an indecomposable 
module for F[(G I S,,) x * . 
MT+ C3’F.. . Q- MFh 
* x (G I SAk)] = F[ G JS,]. Also, the restriction of 
k to the subgroup GIl~G”=Gx.**xG of GIS, is still 
indecomposable. Thus, if also N is indecomposable, the results in Section 2 show 
that (MyI @I~. . . gF MFhk) Ci31~ N is an indecomposable F[ G I S,]-module. 
Next assume, in addition, that M,, . . . , M, are pairwise non-isomorphic. Then, 
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as is easily seen, Gc’S, is the inertial group of Resg;F(My’ BF. . . @‘FM~hk) in 
G 1 S,. Thus, using the results in Section 4, IndE$((MFA1 BF. * . BF MFAk) C+CI~ N) 
is an indecomposable F[G IS,]-module. We would like to compute its vertices. 
Suppose, therefore, that F has characteristic p # 0 and choose, for i = 1, . . . , k, 
a vertex Vi of Mi and a Sylow p-subgroup Q, of S,;. Then, by the results in Section 
3, V, IQ, is a vertex of the indecomposable F[G IS,,]-module M?. Hence, by the 
results in Section 1, (VI IQ,) X * . * x (V, i Qk) is a vertex of the indecompos- 
able F[ G 1 S,] -module My1 gF - . . mF Mpk. Therefore, the indecomposable 
F[ G I S,]-module (My’ CZJF. . . C!QF MFAk) CQF N is (V, 1 Q,) X . . . X (V, 1 Q,)- 
projective, so (VI 1 Q,) x . . . x (V, 2 Qk) contains a vertex U of (My’ @‘F 
...@.FMyk)@FN. F ur th ermore, the restriction of (MT”’ CXJ~ . . . BFMFhk) BF 
N to G 11 is isomorphic to the direct sum of dim N copies of MF*laF. * * BF 
MF”k which, by the results of Section 1, is indecomposable with vertex Vtl X 
***XV$ Thus V;I x . . . x V^,k c XUX-’ n(GI1) for some element xEG[S,; 
in particular, 
IUn(G21)1= IxUx-‘n(GU)(r IV;l x..* x VPI. 
On the other hand, 
UII(G~~)~(V,~Q,)X~~~ x (V, 1 Q,) n (G2 1) = V;l x . . . x V^,k , 
so un(G11)=V:‘x**.xV$ By the results in Section 2, the image of U in 
(G ? S,) /(G 11) z S, is a vertex of N, so U = (Vtl x . . . x Vp)W where W is a 
vertex of N. Now, by the results in Section 4, U is also a vertex of 
Ind~~~((M~“l mF * * * CiQF Myk)gF N), and we have proved the following: 
Proposition 5.1. Let F be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p # 0, G a 
finite group, k a positive integer, M,, . . . , M, pairwise non-isomorphic indecom- 
posable FG-modules with vertices V,, . . . , V,, respectively, A,, , . . , A, positive 
integers, h : = (A,, . . . , hk), n : = A, + . - ’ + A,, and N an indecomposable FS,- 
module with vertex W. 
Then Ind$>((Myl QF.. . BF Mpk) @3.F N) is an indecomposable F[ G i S,]- 
module with vertex (Vtl x . . . x V2)W. 0 
The modules above appear quite naturally. For example, if k and n are positive 
integers and M,, . . . , M, are pairwise non-isomorphic indecomposable FG- 
modules then the F[G l S,]-modules (M, CI3. . . Cl3 M,)@” is isomorphic to the 
direct sum of the modules 
where A = (A,, . . . , Ak) ranges over all k-tuples of positive integers satisfying 
A, + . . . + A, = n. 
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6. Restriction 
Let H be a finite group and G a subgroup of H. Moreover, let rl, . . . , rn be a 
set of representatives for the right cosets of G in H (so that H = Gr, U . . . U Gr, 
and n = IG : HI). For i = 1,. . . , n and h E H, we can write rib = gi(h)r,(,) with 
uniquely determined g,(h) E G, -rrA(i) E (1, . . . , n}. For h E H, the map 
7TA : (1,. . . ) n}+ (1,. . . ) n} defined in this way is a bijection, i.e. nh ES,. 
Moreover, for i = 1, . . . , II and h,h’ E H, we have 
Thus the map 
H-GlS,, h - (g,(h), . . . , g,(h); K1) , 
is a monomorphism. Thus any F[G SJ-module has a restriction to H along this 
monomorphism. In particular, taking positive integers A,, . . . , A, such that 
A, + . . . + Ak = n and FG-modules M,, . . . , M,, we get an FH-module 
ResE”n(IndEj;(Myl ~8~. . . @lF MFAk)) . 
In the special case where k = 1 and M, = M we thus obtain the FH-module 
Resz’Sn(M@n) which is the tensor induction of M to H. 
On the other hand, in the special case where k = 2, M, = M, M, = F, A, = 1 
and A, = n - 1 we obtain the FH-module 
which is just the induced module Indg(M). Thus the construction above general- 
izes both induction and tensor induction. There is a hint to this generalization in 
the remark preceding Proposition (13.9) in [l]. The corresponding formula 
(13.8), however, covers only the special case where k = 2 and M, = F (in our 
notation). Thus it ignores the possibility of starting with several different 
modules. 
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